
"Thor"	by	Fazgardian	

	Photo	by	@suppadev

	Edit:	sceptre12



Cosplayer	:	Sake	Kitty	|	Cosplay	:	"Morrigan"	(Dragon	age)		
Instagram:	@sakekitty/	Facebook:	@SakeKitty/	Twitter:	@sake_kitty

Cosplayer's	Bio	:	Sake	Kitty	is	a	local	cosplayer	in	the	Texas	area.	She	has	been	cosplaying	since	2009	and	has

won	several	awards	for	her	skills	in	sewing,	leather	working,	LED's,	and	prop-making.	The	"Houston	Press"	named

her	one	of	the	"10	Best	Houston	Cosplayers"	in	2014.	Her	latest	award	was	for	her	leatherwork	at	San	Japan	2019"

		

Photographer:	Wolfs	Ink	Photography
	www.WolfsInk.com	|	Instagram:	@WolfsInk	|	Facebook:	@WolfsInkPhotography

Thank	you	for	your	support	cosplay	community!

Join	our	new	cosplay	social	network:

https://www.cosplayzine.com

Subscribe	to	get	weekly	cosplay	content	on	

our	Youtube	channel:	@COSPLAYZINE



The	Cosplay	Pixie

Location:	Manchester,	UK
Instagram:	@thecosplaypixie

Photographers:

	Jack	Walsh	Photography

https://www.jackwalshphotography.co.uk

Satin	Dress	Photography

Instagram:	@satindress.cosplayphotography

Cosplayer's	Bio:	

"I	am	a	UK	cosplayer,	that	started	cosplaying	for	the	first

time	 in	 January	 2018.	 Cosplay	 and	 creating	 art	 has

helped	to	conquer	my	mental	health	issues.	I	feel	much

more	empowering	and	confident	every	time	I	dress	up."

"Silk"	

Photo	by	Jack	Walsh	Photography

"Silk"	

Photo	by	Jack	Walsh	Photography

"Silk"	

Photo	by	Jack	Walsh	Photography

"Tifa	Lockhart"

Photo	by	Satin	Dress	Photography

"Tifa	Lockhart"

Photo	by	Satin	Dress	Photography



Charmneara

Location:	NY,	US

@Charmneara	(on	all	Social	media)

Photographer:

Legacy	Photography

FB:	@LegacyPhotographyCRShipman

Cosplay:	"Harley	Scissorhands"

Cosplayer's	Bio:

"Hi	 everyone	 my	 name	 is	 charmneara!	 Im	 just	 a
cosplayer	 full	 of	 ideas	 and	 imagination.	 I	 started	 in
2017	and	been	at	it	ever	since!	I	 just	want	to	share	to
the	world	that's	its	okay	doing	something	you	love!	I
love	 seeing	 such	 wonderful	 ideas	 from	 the	 cosplay
community."



Tiffanie	Nikole

Location:	AZ,United	States

instagram:	@tiffanienikole83
www.patreon.com/Nikki_Tiphanie

Photographer	:

Cheryl	Dunn

Instagram:	@lokiseesyou

Cosplay:	"Wednesday	Addam's	Inked	Plus	size	edition"

Cosplayer's	Bio:

"Wife,	mom,	body	positive	model	who	
occasionally	let's	her	inner	cosplayer	out"



Matthew

hardware

Location:	Worcestershire,England
Instagram	:	@silentnightcreations85

Cosplayer's	Bio:

	 "Self	 taught	sfx	artist	and	cosplayer.	Cosplay

along	 side	 a	 group	 called	 central	 legion	 with

some	very	talented	people	!	And	all	for	charity.

One	day	i	hope	to	work	on	a	sfx	team	on	horror

settings	 and	 films.	 And	 own	 my	 own	 scream

maze	company	!"

(Self	Portraits)

"Mr	Scilly" "Mr	Scilly"

"Cropcreeper" "Laughin	jack""Laughin	jack"

jeanieDreamin

Location:	CO,	United	States
Instagram:	@jeanie.dreamin
Twitter.:	@jeaniedreamin

Cosplayer's	Bio:

"I'm	 a	 Latina	 cosplayer	 and	 I	 started
cosplaying	 in	2018,	when	 I	made	my	 first
cosplay:	Daenerys	from	Game	of	Thrones.
Before	 that	 I	 made	 my	 own	 Halloween
costumes,	 but	 I	 decided	 I	 didn't	 want	 to
dress	up	only	once	a	year.	I'm	working	on
improving	 my	 sewing,	 makeup,	 and	 self
photography	skills."

Cosplay:	"Velma"	(Scooby	Doo)



SP	Tesla	Cosplay

Location:	TN,	US
Instagram:	@sptesla.
Facebook:	@sptesla
(self	photography	from	con)

Cosplay:	"Papa	Emeratis	II"

	from	the	band	"Ghost"

AJ	Bug	Cosplay

Location:	IL,	US
Facebook:	@ajbugcosplay

Instagram:	@ajbug_cosplay

Cosplayer's	Bio:

"She	has	been	cosplaying	since	2011.	Love	to	cosplay	from

anime,	movies,	cartoons	and	anything	that	catches	her	eye.

Loves	to	cosplay	with	her	husband	and	her	best	friend."

Photographer:

VampySnow	Photography

Facebook:	@VampySnow

Character:	"Witch"



Bea	Fox

Location:	Leicestershire,	UK
Instagram:	@thekinkyfoxx
Twitter	@thekinkyfoxx

Photographer:

Mark	Densum

Instagram:	@timepunkphotography
	Makeup	Artist:

	Melissa	Green		(instagram:	@makeupbymelissa7700)

Cosplay:	"Freddy	Kreuger"

Cosplayer's	Bio:

"I	 love	 doing	 gender	 bend	Cosplays	 so	 for	 the	Halloween	 and	winter	 season	 I	 decided	 to	 create	 a
female	version	of	Freddy	Krueger	and	to	be	completely	honest	it	is	my	favourite	cosplay	I	have	done
to	date.	Thanks	to	my	amazing	team	for	bringing	my	character	to	life	with	make	up	and	photoshoots."



Yami

Location:	TX,	US
Instagram:	@yummyyamileth
Facebook:	@SonyaYamiModel

Photographer:	

An	Le	-	Cosplay	Syrens

instagram:	@cosplaysyrens	

Cosplay:	"Dark	Side"	(Star	Wars)

Ayanna	Luna

Location:	TX,	US
Instagram:	@inkbaby713

Photography	by	

An	le	of	@darkluxeproductions

Cosplay:		"Sith"	(Star	Wars)



SomerKnight's	Cosplay	

(	Jordan	Ford	)	

Location:	KY,	US

Instagram:	@SomerKnights_cosplay

Photographer:

Moments	Entwined

Photography	-	Ashley	Estep

https://momentsentwined.wixsite.com/

momentsentwined

Cosplay:	"The	Batman	who	laughs"



Cosplayfaris

Location:	Leicester,	UK

Instagram:	@cosplayfaris

Photographer:	

Mark	Densum	OF

Timepunk	Photography

Cosplay:	"Jason	Voorhees"	
(Friday	the	13th)



Exclusive	Interview	with	

Labinnak	and	Mangoloo	Cosplays

CosplayZine:	 	 "What	 inspired	you	 to	do	 this	character	 and	 in	such	a

unique	way?"

L&M	Cosplays:	 "I	 love	creating	monsters	 in	 "bikinis".	 	Godzilla	 is	 actually

my	 forth	 bikini	 monster	 that	 I've	 built	 (Xenomorph	 Queen	 was	 my	 first.

Followed	by	Gremlins	Gizmo/Stripe	as	my	second	and	 third).	 	 I	absolutely

love	Godzilla	and	thought	it	would	be	super	cool	to	create	a	unique	cosplay

that	can	be	worn	 to	a	waterpark	convention.	 	My	challenge	 for	myself	was

not	only	to	create	a	gijinka	that	could	be	easily	identified	as	Godzilla	but	also

be	safe	to	 take	 into	the	water	(by	the	way...	yes	the	spikes	all	 light	up	and

are	perfectly	safe	to	take	into	the	pool)."

CosplayZine:	"How	 long	did	 the	design	process	of	your	cosplay	 take

and	which	materials	were	used?"

L&M	Cosplays:	"Took	about	a	month	and	a	half	 to	create.	 	Easily	over	a

hundred	 hours	 went	 into	 the	 build.	 	 The	 cosplay	 is	 primarily	made	 out	 of

foam	with	a	thin	craft	foam	as	the	base	then	layer	with	hand	sculpted	foam

clay	for	 the	Godzilla	 like	skin	 textures.	 	To	waterproof	 the	cosplay	I	used	a

ton	 of	 plasti-dip	 that	 way	 the	 foam	 wouldn't	 melt	 in	 water.	 	 I	 airbrushed

everything	so	that	the	details	popped.		Then	for	the	tail	I	used	essentially	a

pool	noodle	covered	in	tulle	-	that's	how	it	floats	in	water!"

CosplayZine:	"Can	you	tell	us	a	little	more	about	the	photo	shoot?"

"This	was	actually	the	first	photoshoot	that	I	*really*	tested	the	limits	out	on

this	 cosplay.	 	 Instead	 of	 just	 getting	 photos	 on	 the	 poolside	 -	 I	 took	 my

cosplay	waist	deep	 into	 the	water.	 	 It	 tested	how	vibrant	 the	 lights	were	 in

the	water,	how	well	 the	 tail	stayed	afloat	and	how	well	 the	 taped	on	armor

pieces	stayed	on	my	body.		Overall	there	were	no	issues	and	I	think	that	we

got	some	pretty	amazing	shots!"

Labinnak	and	

Mangoloo	Cosplays

Location:	VA,	US
Instagram:	@labinnak

Facebook:	@LMcosplays
Cosplay:		"Godzilla

Photographer:

JakeScribbles

Facebook:	@Jakescribblesart	
Twitter:	@JakeMcmindes	

Cosplayer's	Bio:

"Master	level	cosplayer	aiming	to	bring	characters	to
life	 in	 innovated	ways	with	high	 levels	 of	 attention
to	detail.	Known	for	monster	swimsuit	gijinkas	and
involvement	in	the	RWBY	cosplay	community."



CosplayZine:	 "How	has	 the	 reaction	been	at	 conventions	and	 from

social	media	for	your	cosplay	so	far?"

L&M	 Cosplays:	 "Insanely	 positive!	 	 At	 the	 convention	 and	 online	 I've

received	thousands	of	positive	feedback.		The	cosplay	even	went	viral	as

a	 few	 news-sources	 wrote	 articles	 on	 the	 cosplay.	 	 I	 was	 blown	 away!

Even	 though	 those	 who	 lacked	 understanding	 of	 cosplay	 culture	 made

some	negative	comments	-	I	think	the	cosplay	received	an	overwhelming

positive	response	from	the	community."

CosplayZine:	"Do	you	have	any	cosplans	you	would	like	to	share?

L&M	Cosplays:	 "Recently	 I've	 gone	 full-time	 cosplayer	 -	 so	 now	 that	 I

have	the	time	to	create,	I	have	A	LOT	of	cosplans.		As	I	am	writing	this	I

should	have	my	Hazbin	Hotel	Charlie	cosplay	done	by	tomorrow.		Shortly

following	my	devil	variant	Ruby	Rose	from	RWBY.		A	few		other	cosplays	I

am	working	on	are	Borderlands	3	Tina	and	RWBY	Volume	7	Ruby	Rose."

CosplayZine:	 	 "Thank	 you	 for	 answering

our	 questions!	 Is	 there	 anyone	 you	would

like	to	mention	or	thank	for	supporting	your

cosplay	and	goals	as	a	cosplayer?"

L&M	Cosplays:	"You're	welcome	fam!		I	would

thank	the	community.		Every	day	I	can't	help	to

think	 how	 lucky	 I	 am	 to	 be	 part	 of	 such	 a

supportive	 community.	 	 It	 feels	 like	 we	 are	 a

big	 family.	 	 I	 love	 this	 community	 and	 cannot

imagine	where	I'd	be	without	it.		So	thank	you!



Eli	Garcia

Location:	CA,	US

Instagram:	@emg555

Exclusive	Interview	

with	Eli	Garcia:

CosplayZine:	"When	did	you	first	begin	cosplaying	and
how	has	the	experience	been	so	far?"

Eli:	"Three	years	ago	and	the	experience	has	been	fulfilling.
I	 love	 the	adrenaline	 rush	 that	comes	with	 the	process	of
piecing	 every	 part	 of	 the	 cosplay	 together	 before	walking
into	a	convention."

CosplayZine:	 "What	 inspired	 you	 to	 cosplay	 as	 Lion-o
and	 how	much	 prep	 time	 is	 required	 to	 wear	 it	 for	 a
convention?"

Eli:	"Lion	O	reminds	me	of	growing	up	as	a	kid	in	the	80's
and	I	am	a	huge	fan	of	80's	pop	cartoon	culture.	Also,	I	felt
that	Lion	O	is	something	not	a	lot	of	people	try	and	tackle
as	a	cosplay	and	 it	motivated	me	to	 leave	my	mark.	 I	 feel
that	 I	 must	 live	 outside	 the	 box	 and	 be	 versatile	 when	 it
comes	 to	 cosplay	 or	 else	 why	 bother.	 I	 really	 wanted	 to
give	 everyone	 something	 they're	 not	 used	 to	 seeing	 and
that	was	all	the	motivation	I	needed	to	make	it	a	reality.	As
for	prep	 time,	 it	 took	about	 two	hours	although	 it	was	on
track	 to	 take	 longer	 due	 to	 some	 other	 prosthetic	 pieces
that	 we	 considered	 adding	 but	 didn't	 make	 the	 final	 cut
when	it	was	all	said	and	done."				

"Iceman"	(Xmen	-	Marvel	Comics)

	Photo	by	@Ron.d.photography

"Lion	O"	(Thundercats)

Photo	by	@ron.d.photography

"Bizarro"

	Photo	by	@gilphotography

	Makeup:	@crowcaw_fx

	Cosplay	sewn	by:	@sewloka	



"Lion	O"	(Thundercats)

Photo	by	@ron.d.photography

CosplayZine:	"What	is	the	materials	were	used	for	your	Iceman	cosplay?"

Eli:	"Foam	latex,	silicone,	airbrush,	patience,	and	a	bangin'	Van	Halen	playlist."	

CosplayZine:	"Have	any	tips	or	advice	for	first-time	cosplayers?"

Eli:	"Establish	a	positive	relationship	with	a	good	photographer(s)	and	never	let	them	go.	You	put	a	lot	of	thought,
time,	energy,	and	sometimes	money	into	expressing	yourself	so	create	a	portfolio	so	that	there	is	something	you
can	look	back	on	and	take	pride	in	your	cosplay	effort.	You	deserve	it."

CosplayZine:		Do	you	have	any	cosplans	that	you	can	share	with	us?

Eli:	"I	really	want	to	walk	on	stilts	and	do	Tim	Curry's	Lord	of	Darkness	character	from	the	movie	Legend.	Mer-
Man	from	Masters	of	the	Universe	sounds	cool.	 I'd	also	 like	to	experience	a	comic	convention	 in	Australia	and
the	U.K.."

CosplayZine:		"Thank	you	so	much	for	answering	our	questions	and	if	there	is	anyone	you	would	like	to
mention	or	thank	for	supporting	you	as	a	cosplayer,	please	feel	free	to	do	so."

Eli:"Much	 love	 and	 gratitude	 goes	 to	my	makeup	 guy	 Jonathan	Aspittle	@crowcaw_fx	 for	 all	 your	 hard	work,
honesty	and	 for	 sharing	my	vision	even	when	we	don't	 agree.	My	seamstress	Claudia	Biezunski-Rodriguez	at
Sewloka	Studio	in	San	Diego	who	always	comes	through	with	the	custom	cosplay	threads	and	the	comedy	every
time	 we	 collaborate.	 Sheila	 Szilagyi-Noseworthy	 for	 buddying	 around	 in	 cosplay	 with	me	 and	 contributing	 to
makeup	from	time	to	time.	Also,	thank	you	to	all	of	the	amazing	photographers	I've	encountered.	It	wouldn't	be
the	same	without	you.	You	can't	do	it,	unless	you	imagine	it-	George	Lucas."

"Bizarro"	(Batman	-	DC	Comics)

	Photo	by	@gilphotography

	Makeup:	@crowcaw_fx

	Cosplay	sewn	by:	@sewloka	

"Apocalypse"	(X-Men	-	Marvel)

Photo	by	@EdwinFabian

"Skrull"	(Fantastic	4		-	Marvel)

	Photo	by	@nels._

	Makeup:	@crowcaw_fx

	Cosplay	sewn	by:	@sewloka	



"Dr.	Strange"	(Marvel)	

Cosplay	Group:	Cos	A	Commotion	(@cosacommotion	on	FB)

	Photo	by	Ryan	Sims	Photography

http://www.cosacommotion.com/?fbclid=IwAR0oppyhPEVfOG904LGmngGfvxe7J5XVc9UjP4DijuO5AGSPzYQZgouT7G0


"Lady	Deadpool	/	Wanda	Wilson"		

Cosplayer:	Cosplaynovice	(@cosplaynovice	on	IG)

Photo	by	Amy	Holloway



"Thor"	(Marvel	Comics)	by	Fazgardian

	Photo	by	@Besisika



Fazgardian

Location:	Ontario,	CAN

Instagram:	@fazgardian

"The	Green	Arrow"	(DC	Comics)

Photo	by	@Memoriesattiffanys

"Thor"	(Marvel	Comics)

Photo	by	@memoriesattiffanys

Edit:	sceptre12

"The	Green	Arrow"	(DC	Comics)

Photo	by	@Memoriesattiffanys

"Thor"

Edited	by	sceptre12



GingyTheHedgehog

Location:	Louisiana,	US

Instagram:	@gingythehedgehog

Photographers:

Filmshooter	event	photography

Facebook:	@FilmshooterEventPhotography

Teknoman	Omega	Photography

Facebook:	TeknoOmega

Kevin	the	director

Instagram:	@kevinthedirector

Cosplayer's	Bio:	

Gingythehedgehog,	a	cosplaying	twin	duo.	After	a	long
hiatus	of	making	cosplays	they	are	back	at	it	again.

"Toothless"

(Self	Portrait)

"Kaneki	ken"

	(Self	Portrait)

"Hide	and	Kaneki	ken"

	Photo	by	Filmshooter	event	photography

"Hide"

	Photo	by	Teknoman	Omega	Photography

"Mercy"	(cheongsam)

	Photo	by	Kevinthedirector

https://www.facebook.com/TeknoOmega/


結佳梨結佳梨Yukari
Location:	Auckland,	New	Zealand
Facebook:	@yukarinzcosplayer	

Instagram:	@yukari9917
	Twitter:	@yukari61401820

Photographer:

DPS	Photography	Studiof

Facebook.com/DPSPhotographyStudio

Cosplay:	"Astolfo"



Shelby	Marie

Cosplay

Location:	LA,	US

Facebook:	@ShelbyMarieCosplay

Instagram:	@marriedtomasterchief

Photographer:

Tekno	Omega	Photography

Facebook:	@TeknoOmega

"KDA	Ahri"

(League	of	Legends)

"Arcade	Miss	Fortune"	

(Leauge	of	Legends)
"Arcade	Ahri"	(League	of	Legends)



Icyqueen.cos

Location:	CO,	US

Instagram:	Icyqueen.cos

Photographer	(Ysera	Photo)

Killer	kouhai	

Instagram:	@el513	/	@killerkouhai_1
(additional	photos	are	self	portraits)

"Ysera"	

(World	of	Warcraft)

"Snowfawn	Poppy"

(League	of	legends)

"Evelynn"

(League	of	legends)

katya_thegreat

Location:	AZ,	US

Instagram:	@katya_thegreat

Cosplayer's	Bio:

"Hi	there!	I’m	just	a	nerdy	girl	who	loves	adventure
and	experimenting	with	my	creativity!"

"Bulma	Briefs

	Photo	by	Nez	Production

	Instagram:	@_nezproduction_

"Bayonetta"

	Photo	by	@eurobeat_kasumi_ebk



Megan	Rexanne

Location:	GA,	US
Instagram:	@Megan	VanDyke

Photographer:

Kraven	Photography

Instagram:	@kravenphotography

Cosplay:	"Lee	Loo	Dallas"	(Fifth	Element)



RIANOW

Location:	Zuid	holland,	NL

Instagram:	@rianowx

Cosplay:	"Kerrigan/widowmaker"
(Overwatch	and	Starcraft)

BoisdaleVera

Location:	Nsw,Australia

Instagram:	@jess_tatchell_

Cosplayer's	Bio:

"I've	been	cosplaying	for	2	years.	It's	hard	being

a	cosplayer	in	Australia	as	our	culture	is	different

and	I	feel	like	I	can't	express	my	love	for	cosplay.

It's	 a	 great	 release	 and	 opportunity	 to	 become

someone	or	something	else"

Cosplay:	"Tohru"



"Bloodlines	Wonder	Woman"	by	Lis	Wonder

and	"Justice	League	Batman"	by	Batsquez

Photo	by	Grace	and	Shine	Photography



"JokerBatman	89"	/	"Partyman"	by	@Batsquez

Photo	by	Angel	Ortiz	of	Angels	Lens

Batsquez

Location:	NJ,	USA

Instagram:	@batsquez

Cosplayer's	Bio:

"I	 have	 been	 cosplaying	 as	 Batman	 for	 almost	 eight	 years
now	for	conventions,	children's	hospitals	and	for	community
affairs.	Most	remember	me	for	the	"Bat	proposal"	at	the	75th
anniversary	Batman	display	at	NEW	YORK	COMIC	CON
2014	and	I've	been	doing	my	best	to	spread	joy	ever	since."

"Batman	66"	by	Mark	Mathews	(@capversecosplay)	,	J"okerBatman	89"	by	Al	Vasquez	(@Batsquez),

"3jokersbatman"	 by	 Matthew	 Alzamora	 (@mattzillacosplay),	 "Animated	 Series	 Batman"	 by	 Artby

Andrewt	(@artbyandrewt),	"Mondern	Classic	Batman"		by	Dan	Petruccio	(@djpcostuming),	"Armored

Batman"	by	Robert	Rainealloway	(no	link),	"Batman	3000	Kieth	Hernandez"	by	@hernandezefx

"Bloodlines	Wonder	Woman"	by	Lis	Wonder

and	"Justice	League	Batman"	by	Batsquez

Photo	by	Grace	and	Shine	Photography

"Batman	3000	Cosplay"	by	Keith	Hernandez	of	Hernandez	EFX

Photo	by	Antonio	Jordan	aka	That	Guy	with	the	Bat	Tie



Frank	Valadez

Location:	CA,	US
Instagram:	@officialfrankstagram

"Gomez	&	Morticia	Addams"

	Photo	by	Malcom	Patterson

"Gomez	&	Morticia	Addams"

	Photo	by	Malcom	Patterson

"The	Riddler	&	Pin	Up	Poison	Ivy"

	Photo	by	Malcom	Patterson

"Tim	Burton	Cosplay:	Willy	Wonka	&	Pin	Up	Beetlejuice"

Photo	by	Simplicio	Photography

"Tim	Burton	Cosplay:	Willy	Wonka	&	Pin	Up	Beetlejuice"

Photo	by	Simplicio	Photography



Cosplaynovice

Location:	Victoria,	Australia
Instagram:		@cosplaynovice	/	@Rheanne_fangirl

Photographer:

Amy	Holloway

	Instagram	@Raptor_aj	

Facebook	-	@midnight	

Cosplayer's	Bio:

"I	 started	 cosplaying	 around	 2015,	 making	 my	 own	 costume
from	op	shop	materials	and	crafts	from	around	the	house.	I	love
getting	 creative	 and	 seeing	 what	 I	 can	 make,	 I	 love	 the
confidence	that	cosplay	inspires.	Cosplay	started	as	a	hobby	for
me	but	is	basically	a	way	of	life	at	this	point."

"Mary	Jane"	(Spider-Man)

"Belle"	(Beauty	and	the	beast)"Lady	Loki"	(Marvel	Comics)

"Astrid	Hofferson"	

(How	to	Train	Your	Dragon	3)

"Lady	Deadpool	-	Wanda	Wilson"	(Marvel	Comics)"Lady	Thor"	(Marvel	Comics)



Nickland	CosPlay

Location:	New	York,	US
Instagram:	@thesquid1985	

Facebook:	@nicklandcosplay1985

www.welcometonickland1985.wordpress.com

Photographer:

Brian	Sise

Cosplayer's	Bio:

"My	name	is	Nicholas	McCarthy	and	I	am	34	years	old.	I
also	have	Cerebral	Palsy	and	I	don’t	let	that	define	who	I
am.	 I	 CosPlay	 because	 I	 want	 to	 show	 the	 world	 even
though	 I	 am	 disabled	 that	 I	 can	 make	 difference	 in	 the
world	by	CosPlaying	for	different	causes	people	that	help
many	people	in	need.""Hawkeye"	(Marvel	Comics)

"Hawkeye"	(Marvel	Comics) "Black	Spider-Man"	(Marvel	Comics)



Fallengone

Location:	MA	.	US
Facebook:	@fallengone	
Instagram:	@robertfallen

Cosplayer's	Bio:

"This	 cosplay	 was	 my	 thanks	 from
surviving	an	eating	disorder	11	years
ago	so	body	pride???"

Cosplay:	"Jackal"	(Fairy	Tail)

Pmstinytina

Location:	Nevada.	US
(No	link	available)

Cosplayer's	Bio:

"I'm	a	gamer,	and	pin	up	enthusiast	that
dabbles	in	cosplay"

"Handsome	Jack"

"Lilith""Jessie" "Misty"



Tim	olmo

Location:	FL,	US

Instagram:	@supermancfl

Photographer:

Sean	Little	Photography

	Orlando,	Florida
Instagram:	@Seanlphotog

Cosplay:	"Captain	Marvel"
(Marvel	Comics)

Alexus	Richards

Location:	FL,	US

Instagram:	@alexus_richards

Photographer:

Sean	Little	Photography

	Orlando,	Florida

Instagram:	@Seanlphotog

Cosplay:	"Dark	Supergirl"	(DC	Comics)



Aimee	Summers

Location:	FL,	US
Instagram:	@aimeesummersmodeling

Photographer:

Sean	Little	Photography

	Orlando,	Florida

Instagram:	@Seanlphotog

Cosplay:	"Jessica	Jones"	(DC	Comics)

Gothic	Sushi

Location:	FL,	US
Instagram:	@gothicsushi2

Photographer:

Sean	Little	Photography

	Orlando,	Florida
Instagram:	@Seanlphotog

Cosplay:	"Captain	Marvel"
(Marvel	Comics)

NERD	FIT

Location:	FL,	US

Instagram:	@nerd_fit_

Photographer:

Sean	Little	Photography

	Orlando,	Florida
Instagram:	@Seanlphotog

Cosplay:	"Spider-Man"
(Marvel	Comics)



Cos	A	Commotion

Location:	FL,	United	States

www.facebook.com/cosacommotion

www.instagram.com/cosacommotionlive

Photographer:

Ryan	Sims	Photography

https://www.ryansimsphotography.com

"Dr.	Strange"	(Marvel	Comics) "Skylord"	&	"Black	Widow"	(Marvel	Comics)

"Gamora"	(GOTG	-	Marvel	Comics)

Foxfire

Photography

Location:	QLD,	Australia
Instagram:	@foxfire.photo

Facebook:	@foxfirephotographyau

https://foxfirephotography.storenvy.com

Cosplay	Model:	

Celestial	cosplay

Instagram:	@celestial__cosplay__

Cosplay:	Moxxi	Borderlands



JanuaryCosplay

Location:	CA,	US

Instagram:	@thegirlwithagreatsmile	

Facebook:	@thegirlwithagreatsmile

Cosplayer's	Bio:

"I’m	 Jordyn	 and	 cosplay	 is	my	 art	 therapy.	 It's	 helped	me
get	 through	 some	 tough	 times.	 I	 love	 sci-fi,	 fantasy,	 and
superhero	 anime	 and	movies.	My	 favorite	 cosplay	build	 to
date	 is	my	 gundam	 girl	 based	 on	 the	Armor	Girls	 Project
XXXG-01	Wing	Gundam.	I	believe	if	we	create	something,

someone	will	get	inspired."

"Gundam	Girl	XXXG-01W"

(Armor	Girls	Project)

	Photo	by	Mike	-	@mvm__photography	(IG)
Kulve	Taroth	Armor	(Monster	Hunter)

Photo	by	David	Ngo,	@dtjaaaam	(IG)

"Articuno"	(Pokemon)

Photo	by	Les	Wong

@daddypop_culture	(IG)

"Gundam	Girl	XXXG-01W"

	(Armor	Girls	Project)

		Photo	by	Mike	-	@mvm__photography	(IG)

"Kulve	Taroth	Armor"	(Monster	Hunter)

Photo	by	Les	Wong	-

@daddypop_culture	(IG)

"Articuno"	(Pokemon)

	Photo	by	Les	Wong

@daddypop_culture	(IG)



Brakkus

Location:	Western	Australia
Instagram:	@mini_brakkus	
Facebook:	@minibrakkus

	

Cosplayer's	Bio:

"Brakkus	is	a	miniature	dachshund	and	much	loved	family	member.	He	lives	in	Australia
with	his	 two	owners	who	 love	movies,	 comic	books	 and	pop	 culture.	He	 loves	photo
shoots	because	he	loves	being	centre	of	attention	and	gets	pieces	of	cheese	when	he	gives
a	great	smile."

"Wolverine"(X-Men	-	Marvel)

	Photo	by	M	Hatfield

"Pennywise"	(Steven	King's	IT)

Photo	by	M	Hatfield

"Terminator	T-800"

	Photo	by	M	Hatfield

"Riddler"	(Batman	-	DC	Comics)

Photo	by	M	Hatfield

"Dexter	Morgan"	(Netflix	Series)

	Photo	by	M	Hatfield

"Finn	Balor"	(WWE)

	Photo	by	M	Hatfield



"Neir	Automata"

Ms.	Oksana

Location:	TX.	US

Instagram:	@ms.oksanaa

Photographer:

F/A	Studios

WWW.FASTUDIO.NET

Cosplayer's	bio:

"Just	 a	 southern	 gal	 that	 likes	 cosplay,
video	games,	and	aliens."

TommoCosplays

Location:	Cardiff,	UK

Instagram:	@chloetommo

Photographer:

Chloe	Thomas

Cosplay:	"Harley	Quinn"	(DC	Comics)



"Harley	Quinn'	by	Ms.	Oksana

	Photo	by	F/A	Studios	

"Tank	Girl"



Cosplayer	:	Sake	Kitty	|	Cosplay	:	"Morrigan"	(Dragon	age)		
Instagram:	@sakekitty/	Facebook:	@SakeKitty/	Twitter:	@sake_kitty

Cosplayer's	Bio	:	Sake	Kitty	is	a	local	cosplayer	in	the	Texas	area.	She	has	been	cosplaying	since	2009	and	has

won	several	awards	for	her	skills	in	sewing,	leather	working,	LED's,	and	prop-making.	The	"Houston	Press"	named

her	one	of	the	"10	Best	Houston	Cosplayers"	in	2014.	Her	latest	award	was	for	her	leatherwork	at	San	Japan	2019"

		

Photographer:	Wolfs	Ink	Photography
	www.WolfsInk.com	|	Instagram:	@WolfsInk	|	Facebook:	@WolfsInkPhotography

Thank	you	for	your	support	cosplay	community!

Join	our	new	cosplay	social	network:

https://www.cosplayzine.com

Subscribe	to	get	weekly	cosplay	content	on	

our	Youtube	channel:	@COSPLAYZINE



"Thor"	by	Fazgardian	

	Photo	by	@suppadev

	Edit:	sceptre12


